
A Framework for Information Systems Design based onObject-Oriented Concepts and Petri NetsPeter A.C. VerkoulenUniversity of Twente1Department of Computer ScienceP.O. Box 217NL-7500 AE Enschedethe Netherlands1 IntroductionDuring the past decade, (information) system designers have been confronted with an enormousincrease of the complexity of the systems they have to develop. To start with, the systems havebecome larger. Novel applications have many purposes, contrary to systems that are relativelysimple and have limited functionality. Moreover, as the systems to be developed increase, theprojects of developing such systems also increase. This requires a good way of communication,in order to avoid misunderstandings between the designers. All this also implies an increase ofroutine work, which sometimes causes the designers to lose sight of the really important, creativework. When the developer is given the possibility of using a speci�cation method that takes careof (part of) this routine work, he may be able to concentrate on the most important aspects.E.g., a speci�cation method may support reuse of frequently needed components. Finally, itcan be observed that in modern information systems, both static and dynamic properties areimportant and complex. Contemporary IS are neither systems dealing merely with large amountsof information upon which simple operations have to be applied (e.g. a single-user database withprimitive query- and update facilities), nor are they systems with elementary data and morecomplex dynamics (like a communication protocol).New systems are developed by integrating data- and behaviour speci�cations or by applyingintegrated system concepts, i.e. concepts that intrinsically cover both static and dynamic systemaspects. In each development phase, both perspectives (statics and dynamics) should be balanced.Such an integrated development method makes tuning of static and dynamic aspects of a systemunder design more feasible. Moreover, the modelling process becomes more exible, as one doesnot have the rigid and sometimes arti�cial separation between data and process modelling.In this paper, we describe an integrated way of developing (information) systems. This integra-tion has two dimensions. First and foremost, it covers what has been called horizontal integration[Ramackers & Verkoulen, 1992]. This means that modelling static and dynamic aspects of a sys-tem has been integrated, at all levels of detail. Although this horizontal integration is the mostimportant one, we have also accomplished vertical integration to a certain extent: we have de-signed a formal framework for IS analysis and design, we have developed tool support for thisframework and we have dealt with practical application of our approach. Of course, we can onlyoutline these aspects in this short paper.Our framework has a formal semantics. In our opinion, this is necessary for a sound speci�ca-tion technique. The most important bene�t from choosing a framework with a formal semanticsis the possibility to obtain executable speci�cations. These can be used for simulation purposes,which gives the designer the opportunity to test his design. Of course, simulation does not providea means for formal veri�cation. However, in practise, simulation is very useful because it enablesthe designer to discover and repair errors in his design. Moreover, simulation can be used in orderto communicate the design to non-experts. A formal speci�cation technique also helps a designer1The research described in this paper was performed while the author was working at Eindhoven University ofTechnology, supported by a grant from the Netherlands Organisation for Scienti�c Research.1



to �nd omissions, contradictions and ambiguities, because he is forced to de�ne exactly and infull detail what he means. The fact that formal speci�cations are not ambiguous also makes codegeneration feasible. A formal technique often leads to a hierarchical development method. Fur-thermore, a formal semantics makes it possible to develop techniques for formal veri�cation. Infact, we propose a technique for automatic veri�cation of a design. A �nal bene�t that we wantto mention is the possibility to work in a modular way: it is possible to build a speci�cation fromsmaller models that have already been proven to be correct. Such a correctness proof can only beaccomplished when the modules have a formal semantics.Of course, there are other speci�cation methods that have an underlying formal semantics.However, a considerable number of these approaches su�er from one or more problems [Lyytinen,1987]. The most important problem is the fact that they are often suited for modelling eitherstatic or dynamic aspects, instead of both. And even when they are suited for both data andprocess modelling, they are often still focussed on one of these perspectives. Moreover, many ofthese formal modelling techniques do not provide the modeller with su�cient tool support or theyare intrinsically di�cult. On the other hand, modelling techniques that are comprehensible bythe designer are often informal, causing the aforementioned problems. It is also important for anIS development technique to be able to describe the environment of the information system forrequirements engineering. This is necessary to obtain a better insight in the function of the ISand the way the IS is or will be used.Our framework is based upon a high-level Petri net model, comparable to Coloured PetriNets [Jensen, 1992], and an object-oriented data model with an associated data manipulationlanguage. The framework has been called SimCon2. This paper can only give you an impressionof the SimCon approach. Full details can be found in [Verkoulen, 1993].Our work is part of the ExSpect3 project. This project started in the late 80's. It aims atproviding a formal framework for (information) systems design. ExSpect combines a functionallanguage with a high-level Petri net model. Also, an advanced CASE tool is under development.This tool is commercially available since January 1993. We have used ExSpect successfully in anumber of practical situations. Examples of such practical applications are cases in the contextof the TASTE project [Van der Aalst, Voorhoeve & Waltmans, 1989], a study at Schiphol Airportand a project with Dutch Railways. In this paper, we build upon the ExSpect approach.More details about ExSpect can be found among others in [Van Hee & Verkoulen, 1991; VanHee, Rambags & Verkoulen, 1993; Houben & Verkoulen, 1991; Verkoulen, 1993].2 Outline of the SimCon ApproachIn this paper, we introduce the SimCon approach, which we claim to be a framework that meetsthe aforementioned demands. In our approach, data and process modelling have been integratedin a consistent and comprehensible way. For describing the static aspects of a system, we havedesigned an object-oriented data model. This object model is used to model the passive entitiesin a system. For describing the properties of the active entities, a high-level Petri net model hasbeen incorporated. Both models have been integrated at a high conceptual level. Our approachforms the fundament of a speci�cation tool, which will be introduced too. Finally, we provide ameans of automatic veri�cation of constraints from the object model in the net model.In this section, we introduce the components of the SimCon framework. In [Verkoulen, 1993],these components are dealt with in full detail. Section 3 provides a small example that illustratesthe application of SimCon in practise.2This stands for Simple Integrated Model for Complex Object Networks, but it also contains the pre�xes of thetwo major concepts in the SimCon data model, viz. simple objects and container objects.3ExSpect stands for Executable Speci�cation Tool. 2



2.1 The SimCon Object Model (SCOM)We have developed an object model that is close to existing and well-known models that are beingused in practise, like the Entity-Relationship model. The SimCon Object Model (SCOM) alsoincorporates the most important object-oriented concepts from [Atkinson, Bancilhon, DeWitt,Dittrich, Maier & Zdonik, 1989], such as object identity and inheritance. SCOM has some resem-blance with GOOD [Gyssens, Paredaens & Van Gucht, 1990]. We have kept in mind the purposeof this object model: we did not want to develop yet another object model, but the object modelto be used in our framework must be suited for integration with a process model. Therefore, wehave incorporated the most important concepts that have proved to be useful in practise, withsome extensions for making the integration possible. We have combined these aspects, togetherwith some new features, in a new object model: this way, we have full control over the conceptsin our model, which makes integration and veri�cation more feasible. We have de�ned the formalsemantics of SCOM in terms of set theory.There are two levels in SCOM. The �rst one is the level of the so-called simple objects. This levelis meant for global state space modelling, without paying attention to things like distribution,location and timing . A simple object has a unique identity , relationships with (other) simpleobjects and some attributes. Simple objects are classi�ed into simple types; when the state spaceof a system has to be described, a simple schema is introduced to de�ne the existing simple typesand their properties. Moreover, inheritance between simple object types is supported.The second level is that of the container objects. This level extends the simple level by describinglocation, distribution and timing aspects. Moreover, it serves as \glue" for making the integra-tion possible. A container (object) has a unique identity , it contains a set of simple objects (notnecessarily of the same type) and it has a location and a time-stamp. Again, container objectsare classi�ed into container types; the notion of a simple schema is extended to that of an objectschema: besides de�ning the existing simple types, an object schema also de�nes which containertypes exist. On both levels, constraints can be expressed.2.2 The SimCon Algebra (SCA)It is obvious that it is not su�cient to develop an object model without some means to manip-ulate objects: we need some language for this purpose. It is preferable that the concepts in thismanipulation language are on the same level of abstraction as the object model. The object modeldescribes the structure of the objects, whereas the manipulation language serves for expressingcreation, retrieval, update and deletion of objects. Both formalisms are equally important formodelling static and dynamic aspects of a system. It would also have been possible to de�nethe manipulation language at the mathematical level that represents the formal semantics of theobject model. However, in that case, it would only be understandable for experts with full knowl-edge of this formalisation. Although our approach is not intended to be used by laymen who haveno background in (formal) computer science, this is highly undesirable: if someone who wants toapply our approach, would have to study and comprehend the complete formalisation in advanceand he would have to express some system properties at this level of abstraction, it would not bevery clear what is gained by applying the SimCon approach.To meet these demands, we have introduced the SimCon Algebra (SCA). The SimCon Algebraconsists of some basic operations resembling graph manipulations. As has been demonstrated[Verkoulen, 1993], these operations give su�cient expressive power. In particular, we have proventhat SCA is at least as expressive as the Nested Relational Algebra (NRA) (and thus also as theat Relational Algebra) and GOOD [Gyssens, Paredaens & Van Gucht, 1990]. We even describedan operation for which it has been proven that it cannot be expressed in GOOD, but which isexpressible in SCA.In order to increase the expressive comfort of the algebra, we have proposed a graphical version,called SCAG . We also have de�ned some high-level operations in terms of the aforementionedbasic operations. As these high-level constructs have been de�ned in terms of primitive ones,3



they do not have to be considered in our theoretical contemplations. We may develop libraries ofdedicated high-level operations that can be used when modelling special kinds of systems. It hasbeen recognised before that this may support the designer of a system well.2.3 The SimCon Net Model (SCNET)Actually, the SCNET model is the core of our integrated model. An SCNET is a special kind ofPetri net. Below, we describe why we have chosen Petri nets as the basis for modelling dynamicaspects of a system. First, the most important concepts from Petri net theory are mentioned.Basically, a Petri net is a bipartite graph consisting of transitions and places. Transitionsare active components, that communicate with each other by exchanging so-called tokens. Theplaces connect the transitions. They contain the tokens. When a transition occurs or �res, itconsumes tokens from each of its input places and produces tokens for its output places. Inclassical Petri net models these tokens do not have a value: the only information they representis their presence. In high-level Petri net models like Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) [Jensen, 1992]and ExSpect, these tokens have a value. In the tools that support these high-level net models,these values are speci�ed using the type system of a functional language, while the functionalityof the transitions is speci�ed by functions from that language. However, when developing largeand data-intensive applications, this way of de�ning the state space of the net is not alwayssatisfactory. The main reason for this is that it may be di�cult to acquire an overview of thedata aspects of the speci�cation. In the SCNET model, the state space of the net is de�ned interms of the SimCon Object Model: tokens become SCOM (container) objects. To each place, anSCOM container type is assigned, de�ning which kind of objects can be contained by that place.Moreover, the functionality of a transition is de�ned by an SCA expression. This has proven tobe a natural and dexterous way of working.We use high-level Petri nets as a basis for describing the dynamic aspects of a system for a numberof reasons. We want to mention the most important ones. High-level Petri nets are inherentlysimple, yet they give su�cient modelling power and comfort, especially because of their graphicalnature. Moreover, they have a �rm mathematical foundation which is necessary to obtain a formalsemantics and which is a prerequisite for the development of new theories for proving propertiesof such nets. At the moment, many theoretical results have been accomplished. Last but notleast, advanced computer tools have been designed for high-level Petri nets. Two important onesare Design/CPN [Jensen, 1992] and the ExSpect tool [Van den Broek & Verkoulen, 1992].2.4 Automatic Veri�cationIn SCOM, it is possible to de�ne constraints. When an SCOM schema is used to model the statespace of an SCNET, we want to know whether this net satis�es the constraints that have beenformulated upon the schema. Again, it would be possible to let the designer perform this veri�-cation process at the level of the formal semantics of our models. However, this is cumbersome.We want to support the designer in this veri�cation process. We would prefer a means of auto-matic veri�cation: in that case, the designer only has to formulate the constraints (which may bedi�cult enough). The automatic veri�er then takes care of the veri�cation. Such a method forautomatic veri�cation has been described for a certain class of constraints, the so-called composi-tional constraints [Verkoulen, 1993]. We mention the main idea here. In the veri�cation process,the state space of the SCNET under consideration is divided into a �nite number of equivalenceclasses: in order to check whether the net will violate a constraint, it is checked whether each ofthe transitions in the net leaves the constraint invariant. In this way, the number of states thathave to be checked is reduced drastically because we do not consider all possible interleavings oftransition �rings. This is a method that has been recognised in literature before. However, thenumber of states that have to be checked this way is still very large (often even in�nite). Therefore,the number of relevant states is reduced further, by looking only at a set of characteristic states,called prime states. We have proven that checking the prime states is necessary and su�cientto prove (or disprove) the invariance of a compositional constraint. This set of prime states is4



relatively small. In particular, it is small enough to do the checking of the constraints by meansof a tool, in a reasonable amount of time.2.5 Tool SupportThe tool that supports the SimCon approach is based upon the ExSpect tool. The ExSpect toolhas been extended with an editor for the SimCon Object Model [Van den Broek & Verkoulen,1992].The tool supports hierarchical Petri nets as is it possible to de�ne subnets4. This subnetconcept has also been introduced in the context of Coloured Petri Nets; there, a subnet has beencalled a page [Jensen, 1992]. A subnet consists of transitions, places and subnets. This constructallows for top-down development and hiding of implementation details. Of course, bottom-updevelopment of a speci�cation is also possible.3 A Small ExampleIn this section, we present a small example which illustrates our approach. In Figure 1, a graphicalrepresentation of a SimCon model that partly speci�es a transport company, is given. We supposethat the company owns a number of trucks and employs some drivers. It carries bulked goods.In order to keep the example simple, we assume that trucks may be either �lled completely ortotally empty5. Upon receiving an order from a client, the company schedules a trip, consisting ofa truck and a driver who has a licence for that truck. The empty truck is loaded at the storehouseand then the trip is executed. After a while, the truck (that is now empty again) returns at thecompany: the empty truck is put into the garage and the driver goes into the waiting-room.Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of a SimCon model that describes this situation. Inthe data part, we see that there are three simple types driver, truck and order, respectivelywith attributes name, capacity and quantity. Moreover, a driver has a licence for a numberof trucks and an order is carried by a truck. Note that we do not make a di�erence herebetween the references licence for and carried by. However, there is a di�erence: in generalthe licence information of drivers is more or less static (persistent), whereas the data about whichorder is carried by which truck is liable to continuous uctuations. In a more extensive example,this may be expressed by modelling the storage and possible changes of the licence informationexplicitly, instead of simply assuming that each driver knows for which kinds of trucks he has alicence.In the net part, we see places and transitions. The places may hold container objects, whichare clusters of simple objects. Some of them are singletons, like the trucks in the garage. Otherscontain more than one simple object, like the trips in manned truck: a trip consists of a driverand a truck. The behaviour of the transitions is de�ned in terms of the SimCon Algebra: thefunctionality of a transition is described by an SCA expression. Moreover, SCA is used forformulating preconditions; a transition may only �re when its precondition is satis�ed. In theexample, the transition TripPlanning may only �re when it can \consume" a truck from thegarage with su�cient capacity for the order and a driver from the waiting-room that has alicence for that truck. This is formalised by the following precondition6:order[quantity] � truck[capacity] ^ truck[ ] � truck[licence for driver [ ]]The expressions that de�ne the transitions are trivial. The interested reader should consult[Verkoulen, 1993]. However, in real practical applications, one will use the graphical version ofthe algebra and/or a library of high-level operations.4In ExSpect terminology, a subnet is called a system.5This assumption is not as arti�cial as it may look: for certain types of trucks, this constraint really holds, as ahalf-full truck might topple.6We cannot explain the complete syntax of SCA here, but this expression may give you an impression.5
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